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RECOMMENDATIONS

The IJB is asked to approve the proposed governance arrangements for implementation of
the new GMS contract.

BACKGROUND/SUMMARY OF KEY ISSUES

4.1 The IJB received a presentation outlining the contract offer made to General Practice in
Scotland in November 2018. Following a poll of GPs in Scotland the Scottish GP Committee
of the BMA agreed to accept the contract on 181hJanuary 2018. The new contractual
arrangements will commence from 1 April 2018. The first phase of contract implementation
is scheduled to cover a three year period to 31t March 2021.

4.2 The background to the new contract was set out to the IJB in November 2017. The detailed
information relating to the new contract is available at the following link:

http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Health/Services/Primary−Care/GP−Contract

4.3 The implementation of the new GMS contract in Lanarkshire will require a collaborative
partnership between the NHS Lanarkshire Board and the two Health and Social Care
Partnerships with South Lanarkshire taking the lead role as the host for primary care services
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(see appendix 1). A crucial milestone will be the development and agreement of the Primary
care Improvement Plan by 1 July 2018. This will be a document setting out the proposed
developments over the first phase of the contract and will have to be agreed by all parties
including the GP sub−committee of the Area Medical Committee and the Local Medical
Committee.

4.4 Appendix 2 outlines the proposed governance arrangements for the development of the
Primary Care Improvement Plan and the implementation of the new contract. The process
will run in parallel and be complementary to the ISRB implementation process.

4.5 A communication plan has also been developed to ensure a strategic, planned and managed
approach to communication around the Primary Care and Mental Health Transformation
Programme is taken, to ensure effective results in support of the process and outcomes. A
full update on this development is included in appendix 3.

5. CONCLUSIONS

5.1 The new GMS contract will introduce major changes in the ways that GPs and their practices
work. This in turn will support significant changes in the way clinical services in our
communities are organised and managed. It is important that a robust programme structure
is put in place to support the GMS implementation and that this complements the
development of locality services already planned by the IJB.

5.2 The IJB will be asked to approve the Primary Care Implementation Plan that will be produced
in due course as part of this process.

6. IMPLICATIONS

6.1 NATIONAL OUTCOMES

A sustainable multidisciplinary model of General Practice is a necessary contributor to all 9
Health and Well Being Outcomes

6.2 ASSOCIATED MEASURE(S)

6.3 FINANCIAL

This paper has been reviewed by Finance:

I Yes L N o E i N / A I

6.4 PEOPLE

The Primary Care Implementation Plan will have workforce implications but these are not
known at this stage.

6.5 INEQUALITIES

EQIA Completed:

Yes f l No LjN/A

7. BACKGROUND PAPERS
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As above

8. APPENDICES

Appendix one − GP Contract Update

Appendix two − Primary Care Transformation and GMS 2018 Implementation Governance Paper

Appendix three − Communications to GPs

CHIEF ACCOUNTABLE OFFICER (or Depute)

Members seeking further information about any aspect of this report, please contact Alastair Cook
on telephone number 01698 858183.



NHS
Lanarkshire

Agenda Item

Report
Report to: South Lanarkshire Integration Joint Board
Date of Meeting: 13 February 2018
Report by: Director, Health and Social Care

Subject: GP Contract

1. Purpose of Report
1.1. The purpose of the report isto:−•

inform the Integrated Joint Board (IJB) of the governance arrangements for the
implementation of the GP Contract, GMS 2018

• note the progress in the contract implementation process
• inform the IJB of the timeline for agreeing the primary care improvement plan

2. Recommendation(s)
2.1. The Integrated Joint Board is asked to note the followingrecommendation(s):−(1)

that the contents of the governance structures are noted; and
(2) that the information contained in verbal update of progress is noted.

2.2. The Integrated Joint Board is asked to approve the following
recommendation(s):−(1)

that the timescales for a Primary Care improvement plan is approved.

3. Background
3.1. The GMS 2018 contract has been approved in mid January 2018 for

implementation from April 2018.

3.2. The contract has been described in previous papers to the IJB, but crucially is
between NHS Lanarkshire and individual practices.

3.3. There are substantial pieces of work to initiate in the first part of 2018.

3.4. Whilst the contract is described as a GMS contract, it in reality requires
widespread system change to put into place the agreement.

3.5. Delivered well, this contract is good for patients, good for communities and
good for people working in healthcare. It will deliver on the improvements
possible by affirming GPs as expert medical generalists.
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3.6. One key early outcome is the requirement to develop within each HSCP a
Primary Care Improvement Plan (PCIP) which will outline how the new
services will be introduced by the end of the transition period in March 2021.
North and South Lanarkshire will develop a single joint improvement plan
which will come to the respective lJBs for ratification by June 2018.

3.7. Given the complexities and timescale as described here and in other
documents a clear system of governance has been developed and is attached
as Appendix 2. The IJB is asked to note this set of arrangements.

3.8. Given the timescale, project management input has been used to describe
each working group, its task and its proposed activity for the next 3 years
including the contribution to the PCIP.

4. Governance structures − principles and proposals
4.1. Where possible, the intention would be to agree a Lanarkshire approach

rather than different North/South iterations.

4.2. Where possible, existing structures rather than creating new groups will be
the approach taken to ensure efficient and defective implementation.

4.3. Ensure that permission is devolved clearly to allow timely decision making by
groups.

4.4. Ensure that where agreement has to be reached outwith a workgroup that
structures exist to allow decision making to happen timeously.

5. Summary and Next Steps
5.1. This paper explains the practical steps required to deliver on the 2018 GMS contract.

5.2. The IJB will receive further reports relating to specific aspects of primary care
on a regular basis.

5.3. The IJB will be presented for consultation and approval, the joint PCIP at its
June 2018 meeting.

6. Employee Implications
6.1. This new contract will expand the primary care workforce and fundamentally

alter the working relationships for many of the workforce.
• the posts will be permanent, although as the roles develop the nature of

the post may change
• expenditure will need to keep within the funding identified and provided by

the Scottish Government

6.2. There will be a primary care workforce plan published in January 2018, and
this will identify the risks associated with the development of this expanded
workforce.

7. Financial Implications
7.1. There are financial changes associated with the implementation of the GMS

2018 contract. These are entirely consistent with the national aspiration to
transfer the balance of care from hospital to community.



7.2. It is likely that the available finance will have multiple calls on it so clear and
firm financial governance is essential.

7.3. The last two new GMS contracts have not been fully funded and NHS Boards
have required to add funding.

7.4. Further clarification on the funding available from the Scottish Government to
implement the new contract commitments is anticipated.

8. Other Implications
8.1. The GMS 2018 contract is a national contract which we are required to

implement.

8.2. The IJB should be aware of the two key risks which are the non availability of
finance or workforce leading to an inability to deliver the PCIP.

8.3. There are no sustainable development issues associated with this report.

8.4. There are property issues associated with the GMS 2018 contract, but are of
longer term and will be reported at a later date.

9. Equality Impact Assessment and Consultation Arrangements
9.1. There is no requirement to carry out an impact assessment in terms of the

proposals contained within this report.

10. Directions
10.1. This report does not issue a new Direction at this stage. However as the

implementation of the GP Contract moves forward, there will be future
Directions that require to be consulted.

Direction to:
1. No Direction required

2. South Lanarkshire Council

3. NHS Lanarkshire

4. South Lanarkshire Council and NHS Lanarkshire

Val de Souza
Director, Health and Social Care

Date created: 22 December 2017

Link(s) to National Health and Wellbeing Outcomes
People are able to look after and improve their own health and wellbeing and live in good health for
longer

People, including those with disabilities or long term conditions, or who are frail, are able to live, as
far as reasonable practicable, independently and at home or in a homely setting in their community
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People who use Health and Social Care Services have positive experiences of those services, and have
their dignity respected

Health and Social Care Services are centred on helping to maintain or improve the quality of life of
people who use those services

Health and Social Care Services contribute to reducing health inequalities

People who provide unpaid care are supported to look after their own health and wellbeing, including
to reduce any negative impact of their caring role on their own health and wellbeing

People who use Health and Social Care Services are safe from harm

People who work in Health and Social Care Services feel engaged with the work they do and are
supported to continuously improve the information, support, care and treatment they provide

Resources are used effectively and efficiently in the provision of Health and Social Care Services

Previous References.
• Bullet point list or none

List of Background Papers
• GMS contract
• Previous IJB papers
• Governance paper

Contact for Further Information
If you would like to inspect the background papers or want further information, pleasecontact:−Christopher

Mackintosh, Medical Director
Ext: 3988 (Phone: 01698 453988)
Email: Christopher.Mackintosh2@lanarkshire.scot.nhs.uk
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Appendix 2

GOVERNANCE PAPER

.;;•

1−11

.e

Document Lead: Kate Bell
Contact: Kate.bell@lanarkshire.scot.nhs.uk

Date: 12 January, 2018
Version: Final Draft
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1. Purpose

This purpose of this paper is to enable the key partners to reach agreement on a structured
Programme approach to Primary Care Transformation and implementation of the General
Medical Services contract 2018. The paper describes the programme approach, levels of authority
and approval required to establish the Governance structure.

At a meeting chaired by NHS Lanarkshire Chief Executive, Monday 11th December, 2017 attended
by a range of senior staff representative of GPs, the NHS Board and Health & Social Care
Partnerships (HSCPs) it was agreed that working together as a collaborative partnership in the
spirit of 'the act" would enable Lanarkshire to developa programme approach to the
comprehensive body of work set out in the organisational st 'i ire at appendix 1.

This paper is the first step of the programme a
description of the governance structures and repi
will work together to share the

workload./AØ

principle of optimal utilisation of all availabl'à

2. Context

hárd'is designed to provide a high level
WprocesQ;Xo be adopted, set out how we
llaborative"rnership we will adopt the

urces.

For the purposes of this documeni.We:will describe the collaborative partnership using the terms
and principles set out in the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), and refer to Health and
Social Care Partnerships (HSCPs) as responsible for the planning and commissioning of primary
care services The1OU alo recognises the role of NHS Boards in service delivery and as NHS staff
employers and pátties to Genet' Medical Services ( GMS ) contracts

We acknowledge the
the c o a t h t w i l l h

5,

Addit ionl1Ne must take
and responsibilities of all
areas and as we rogr
Improvement Plan.

3. Background

of the MOU when :lt states 'Delivering improved levels of local care in
c1e27rbenefit for patients and must rely on effective collaboration
Boards and other partners, both in and out of hours, valuing the
lose" Who deliver thse services'.

of th?equirement for clear articulation of the respective roles
olders in respect of setting out each of the project/workstream
wards defining, developing and assembling a Primary Care

The GMS 2018 Contract offer has now been made available (November13, 2017) and following a
ballot of GPs a decision on acceptance will be made in January 2018. Whilst the focus of the offer
is the GMS Contract, the effect of implementation would be a radical change and expansion
within primary and community care across Scotland.

1 Public Bodies Ooint Working) (Scotland) Act 2014
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The Contract describes the place of GMS within a wider context, but is explicit about a much
broader group of clinicians and services. This acknowledges the need to shift the balance of work
from GPs to relevant multi−disciplinary teams, in the wider primary care managed services. There
is also an understanding of the requirement for service redesign with ring fenced resources to
enable the change to happen.

Within Lanarkshire, we have comprehensive programmes of work within the Primary Care and
Mental Health Transformation Programme, a further body of work under GMS Sustainability and
if the contract is agreed there will be a new body of work in terms of implementation of GMS
2018.

+ GMS 2018 Contract − the need for purpose and direction for this proposed new Contract
are well rehearsed and recognised.

+ GMS Sustainability Group − this has spbeen a r e o n s e to the Scottish National GMS
Sustainability paper and effectively there.is n c o n t i j i n g requirement for an oversight

group as the work to be done will be subsumed within other elements of Workstream
+ GMS Transformation −work derived from various transformation funds should continue as

a distinct theme There are two main reasons for this

• Firstly, we have entered into an a g r e e m e n t G o v e r n m e n twith Scottish G about the

way we are working within transformation and

• Secondly it is useful to have a distinction between transformation as a longer term
deliverable (2021) of accepted service change to be widely implemented and the
currentprim,ry care transformation improvement programme (testing new models
of

w o 4 6 ) •:::...

There is significant ovêil
redesign dransforrr
Healthcare'strategy.anc
describd in this pap
Care/Community servicc
infrastruct'U"'(" pip page 7.

4. Contract

!:.betw.fl these piecés:of work. It is acknowledge that successful service
tion of primary care is critical to the success of NHS Lanarkshire
also the implmeentation of both HSCP's commissioning plans As
r.

anto
expansion and redesign of General Practice and Primary

i4prop6èd,. the scope and scale of this redesign is set out in the

The Lanarkshire progra'1iie approach will recognise the existing wider primary care work plan
and merge this with the proposition within the contract as follows:

a) The terms of reference of the Primary Care Strategy Board (PCSB) will be revised to
reflect its role as the Programme Board overseeing all the primary care workstreams. It is
chaired by Director of HSCP South Lanarkshire who will lead the programme of work. The
combined body of work is supervised and designated to workstreams in a revised way.

b) At a national level there is to be a nGMS2018 Oversight Executive Group and this will be
replicated within the proposed governance structure at a PCSB level.
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c) In Lanarkshire the nGMS2018 Oversight Executive Group will be a group will meet initially

every month.

d) The nGMS2018 Executive Group will report to the PCSB as the Programme Board and
thereafter to IJB's, NHS Board and as required. Whilst this will work well for oversight of
workstream plans, the group will work with sufficient delegated authority from the PCSB
to facilitate more rapid progress..

e) A number of projects will be described These will have interdependencies and require a
level of close co−ordination. These may be new, an amalgamation of the work of existing

groups or a development of a single existing group.

f) Each project described in the governance structure at
Terms of Reference which explicitly describes its resp(
year action plans in terms of Primary Care & nGMS Tr
standardised set of project documentationil.be put
be applied by all groups./

g) There are obviously significant d(
about how key informants to the
meetings. This includes finance,
Committee, third sector, pat1ent
work will include set up gsta*
responsibilities.

h) The action pIáiiW1lIc4
agreed bySubcon
Medical CoihrIiittee

i) Therew.ill be a hr
OMiZIi−h

i t s i , e a s of
transformation'%pgr

demonstratinJ
sustained over time<

endix 1 will need to develop a
bility and develop detailed three
ormation 2018−2021. A
)J.ace to assemble the plans to

be decided, but amoht.those are decisions

are distributed throuhthf.network of
communicat
and carer rel
blhing To R,

oyed clinical adJors, GP Sub
ives. Therefore the initial stage of
work, membership, roles and

latediIftothepiharycare imprbvement plan and must be
\,.

e of th64re4Médical Committee for clinical input and Local

as the neqtiating body.

i i a n i m e 6f . io rk for primary care & mental transformation
thr IUK,Uhtil March 2019 noted as workstream 1 below. The
will contiiiiIe to lead of testing new areas of work in detail
jgorous evaluation what should be embedded, spread and

j) The Pii Care lm?óement Support Team (1ST) workload will continue to focus on
the curre t a n s f o r x o n programme as described above and will develop exit and or
s u s t a i n a b i l i t y p p t h each of the workstream leads and members over the next 6
months to ensu rc l ea r exit strategy for closure of the programme in March 2019. The
1ST alongside quality improvement colleagues and additional commissioned specialist
improvement resources will need to be aligned and refocused to start to support the new
infrastructure.

k) Where relevant, the projects/workstream will report PCMHTP Steering group or to the
nGMS Oversight Executive Group and when appropriate to any other existing reporting
mechanisms as necessary taking a matrix management approach. Current anticipated
Projects include;
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• WS 1 Primary Care and Mental Health Transformation Board (Existing workload to
continue to testing new ways of working till March 2019)

• WS 2 Digital First

• WS 3 Vaccination Transformation

• WS 4 Pharmacotherapy Service Implementation Group

• WS 5 Community Treatment and Care Services North/South

• WS 6 Urgent Care in Hours

• WS 7 Premises

The proposed infrastructure will require a Primary Care Premises and Estate Plan, a Workforce Plan, a
Communication & Engagement Plan, a costed Resource Plan a n d i n a n c i a l Plan to be developed as
core programme wide pieces of work that all sub groups w i ! I é d ' i n to.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the crucial issue here is to agree the sco
capacity and demands of GMS2018 within eachorks
covered in each workstream.. Agreement of the wôrkl
conditions for predictable success. With the caveat th
and may need to be adjusted we must avoid adding fu

go 'scope creep', this will lead to insufficient resourcec
on the production of the plan within the iiescalësag

5. Primary Care Imp

Dates

Stage 1.greetheni
11 Dec−15 Jan 2018
10 Jan, 20f,

w/c 15th Jan 161z1
15tI Jan, 2018 "

22 Jan 2018

Key Mi

RL
NO
and str

E n g a g & t L M C Në

A r e e m e r E S or n

e of work and I i g t h e relevant resources,
−earn, and reach a é r n e n t on areas to be
ad flow..js:critical to creating the right
• .:•.•::::::. the ,orkstreams are pripds,als at this stage

ther projects/areas at a future date or as we
being available and insufficient time to deliver
eed.

and Governance arrangements by CMI
otiating Group

6h GMS2O18

overnancéáper presented to NHSL Corporate Management team

age GPSij'I5committee

29th Jan, 2018

Stage 2. Completing the workó'f the Primary Care Improvement plan

16 Jan, 2018 Commence set up phase for all workstreams/projects and resources
22 Jan−22 Mar Agree scope, deliverables and develop and finalise three year plans
2018 for all workstreams
30 March 18 Collate draft Primary Care Improvement Plans
April 2018 New Contract will start operating
May 2018 PCIP signed off by Integrated Joint Boards

June 2018 Collation and completion of Final Primary Care Improvement Plans
(PCIPs) for April 2018 to March 2021.

June 2018 Approval of the PCIPs by all relevant parties

Lead

KB
CM/AC

CM
CM/VS/KB

CM/VS/KB
VS/CM/KB
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6. Approval of the Programme Approach

Permission to proceed with this programme, structured approach will be sought through the steps
agreed above. This will result in a proposed Governance structure going to CMT 29th January 2018
(representation of the NHS Board and IJB5 to approve the approach).

7. Resources

An MOU between the local commissioning and delivery partners, the SGPC and Scottish Government is
in development. It sets out agreed principles of service redesign, identified ring−fenced resources to
enable the service changes to happen, national and local oversightarrangements, and the priorities for
the transfer of responsibility for service delivery.

In order to deliver this comprehensive large scale changeprogramrne (2018−2021) consideration must
be given now to what improvement resources (capacity..& capability).need to be put in place and/or

made available to provide improvement leadership project planning and management support
Considering the length and demands of the proposed programme of work it is recommended that NHS
Lanarkshire and HSCPs secure the current resourcé within the
Support Team permanently to refocus their efforts and continue
sustain the improvements.'mprovements It will also be necessary to discuss
Lanarkshire Quality Directorate and if necessary Healthca mpro
system wide scale of service redesign (1O:GP Prcticës and inté

HSCP localities) and trans. t i ' j .programme is essential

8. Governance Schem

The sche

re I

?xisting Prim 3c are Improvement

to test, design,:* bed, spread and
additional input from within NHS

ement Scotland to fully support the
giated teams and services in all 10

peioW

o u r & t o d i f f e e p t e between groups as follows:

Terms ofR ference (ToR) i lbbe d
take into c i d e r a t i o n thet
plans for 2 0 0 2 0 2 1 . This wiIlir
development of h t r o j e c t docui
with project managernenexpertis

I

V

Fol

éloped for aIItf..the groups below. Membership of the groups will
wide range of stakeholders to inform and agree the work

ude êsentatives from LMC and GP Sub as necessary. The
tation will developed in a standardised way by improvement staff

directed by the Head of Service Change & Transformation.

Pan Lanarkshire Joint Working at Organisational Board Level − Responsible Committees to agree the

resources for the programme and ensure delivery of the programme of work.

Both groups will have interdependencies and may overlap in terms of membership. The Core groups
will have responsibility to lead the day−to−day management and oversight of either the programme of
work with responsibility for oversight of the GMS Implementation PC Improvement Plan development.
The groups exist to ensure a rapid turnaround of information and improve the pace of decision making
and feedback loops. Reports will be developed for the Strategy Board and other Governing groups for
approval.
GMS2018 Implementation workstreams
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Current PCMHTP − Continued programme of work to test new ways of working

Proposed new workstream not currently in nGMS2018 to support the digital transformation required to
support other routes of access, self−care and to deliver a vision for a new model of General Practice and
community health and care services
Interdependent strategies − close and frequent communication and engagement, joint working and
reporting to agree and deliver once for delivery of interdependent programmes of work.
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Appendix 3

8 Social Care
NI−IS

L.a r i a r k s h ire

Agenda Item

Report
Report to: South Lanarkshire Integration Joint Board
Date of Meeting: 13 February 2018
Report by: Director, Health and Social Care

Subject Director of Health and Scçiäl care Leadership
Communications to G

11. Purpose of Report
11.1. The purpose of the report is to:−

update the Director of
pertaining to communi
on the data

12. Recommendati'ó'h(
12.1. The Integratedint Board'is as11−1

(1) a monthly é ià i I u
I.S toii
tai n p AN

communication ar
O−face comrThJ?ic

(2) ' i t js recommende
e v a t e d to gauç

Social C r e o n the results of a survey
GPs and outhnea communication plan based

D 'pprove the following recommendation(s) −

thtewith a prominent and interactive Q&A element is
irLnarkshire,as outlined in the Communication Plan,

Ix. 1. ThOe',iail i45date is run in conjunction with existing
( m e n t s for Ørimary care including the provision forface−',';tioiyi

existing meeting structures.
that t h m a i l bulletin is piloted for six months and then
impact.

13. Background and contt
13.1. NHS Lanarkshire asle'006arked on a unique and ambitious Primary Care and

Mental Health TrafóThiation Programme (PCMHTP). It aims to radically transform
the approach to how the public access general practice and how primary care
services are delivered over the coming years. South Lanarkshire Health and Social
Care Partnership's (SLHSCP) Director of Health and Social Care is the Executive
Sponsor for this programme. Primary care is hosted by SLHSCP.

13.2. The vision for the programme is to deliver the best possible Health and Social Care
to the people of Lanarkshire, through world−leading, high quality, person−centred
services. Effective communication and engagement are essential to achieving this
vision and the programme objectives. A communication plan has also been
developed to ensure that we take a strategic, planned and managed approach to
PCMHTP communications to ensure effective results in support of the process and
outcomes.
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13.3. In November 2017, a proposed Scotland−only GP contract that aims to make general
practice sustainable for the future was published. The new General Medical
Services (GMS) contract, jointly designed and agreed with the British Medical
Association, will be the biggest reform of GPs services in over a decade.

13.4. SLHSCP publicly welcomed the new Scotland−only GP contract proposal,
acknowledging that this is a challenging time for the NHS in general and GP
practices in particular. The new contract has the potential to address many of these
challenges and help to ease the GP shortage.

13.5. SLHSCP also stated publicly that it is taking a holistic approach to addressing this
situation in Lanarkshire through the PCMHT programme with the key focus of
ensuring that people who need to see a GP can s e P . The approach also
provides patients with access to a wider range andnmber of healthcare
professionals and better opportunities for self−cre ,The new contract, together with
the Scottish Government Transformation Fudwhich has made the PCMHT
programme possible provides a real opportunity for sustainable change and
improvement.v

13.6. SLHSCP has made an explicit under
the aims set out in the GMS contract
and improvement.

14. Leadership Communicatioñ'
14.1. The PCMHTP communication §f

important in termsof.endorsing
vision for all aypcespriority
communicatiqi
visibility to faci

14.2. The
2O

H

in
her lership

rSgements thë
whole'of Lanarkshire
commüicatina more

to work with prac t lJoca l l y to achieve
view toachievtng sustainable change

..eadersJ,p Communication as crucially
the programme and in setting out the
dWise and implement direct
rectàrbf.HeaIth and Social Care's
id primary care.

wrote to all GPs in Lanarkshire in September
".post. Thtiitëctorstated that under wider hosted services

et$1ip holds the1esponsibility for Primary Care across the
he çtor stressed the importance of engaging and
Lively 1thall GPs.

14.3. The Directhlif Health áfi Social Care provided some background context in the
letter, stating t i t the Njátnal Chief Officers Group had now formed a Special
Interest Group w i p c o t t i s h Government around the development of Primary
Care. The D i r e c t i 4 o explained that part of a focus of the group was the GMS
contract and acknowledged some of the recipients of the letter would have
contributed their early thoughts on influencing this agenda via the Medical Director,
Dr Chris Mackintosh.

14.4. The Director acknowledged that feedback was given to Scottish Government
Officers to help inform and shape the changing landscape of GMS and Primary Care
in particular. The Director explained that as this agenda progresses, she is
particularly keen to identify the best way to engage and communicate with GPs and
their practices and invited GPs to complete a short online survey.
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15. Online survey and findings
15.1. An online survey was distributed via a hyperlink in the letter which covered a variety

of questions. Themes included:
• the most relevant channel of communication (what was the best way/platform to

receive information) (multiple choice)
• frequency of communication (multiple choice)
• specific issues that GPs would like to see addressed as part of the content (open

feedback)
• the relevancy of existing routes of communication and engagement in the context

of the background detailed in the letter (open feedback)
• participants were asked what was working well and what could work better (open

feedback)

15.2. Overall 21 respondents completed the questionnairéirom across Lanarkshire. The
results are shown in Appendix 2.

16 Medium and frequency
16.1. Respondents were asked what mediynsthey thought were generally most effective.

The multiple options included online : I w s bulletin, online blbg;:webinar, printed
updates and letters. Significantly, all respondents found email−40− be the most
effective medium. Just under half found face−to−facé.communicátiöns an effective

• •channel

162 In terms of frequency of contact over and above pressing issues of what should be
relayed in a timely manner as and when they arise,the majority (62%) of
respondents sa thly email update vpüId e theiipreferred method of update.
80% of partic s'sâi4uarterly face to face communications (either through
specific f o r u n i r existiniieeting strUctures) would be most helpful on a quarterly
basis.

16.3. AskedI:tëThis..Qf whëther:existihg engagement and communication routes present a
relevant forum for.future engagement and communication, 5% said there was no
relevance 60% said the mediums were somewhat relevant' for the future and 35%
said existing channels were sufficient This data is not in the direct scope of the
foregoing recommendations but should b e noted in the organisation with those who
have a role in developin these engagement mechanisms

17. Open feedbákpmmn'ts
17.1. In general comme>,nts::garding mechanisms, in terms of what would work better, key

points included: V

17.1.1. What would work better?
• the volume of irrelevant material GPs have to deal with
• lack of timely feedback on GP suggestions to Directorial/Managerial staff
• ensuring all practices have an opportunity to have their say/have a voice
• more clarity on what GP clusters are achieving

17.1.2. What's working well?
• email and blog
• cluster meetings provide a good opportunity or views/ideas within individual

practices to be shared
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. cluster meetings provide a good forum for discussion

18. Suggestions for content
18.1. Respondents were asked for specific issues and topics they'd like to see addressed

as part of the content.

18.2. 'Examples included:
• updates on developments or changes in how services run that would benefitday−to−day

practice
• a general update
• opportunities to see, consider and discuss options for change with GP views

being taken into account
• examples of where AHP have joined primary c earns and have taken on

frontline role previously carried out by GPs /

19. Recommendations/Communication Plan
19.1. On the basis of the data gleaned from t survey, it ii

email update is issued from the Directd'rYHealth and

19.2. The email update would comprise three.Tha.,in sections

19.3. Section 1: Key development,:::
• to provide concise updates on recent activity pe

Contract and Memorandum of Understanding
• to demonstrate that the Director is listening − an

giving G P s e t h e table on national iss
• to faci l i tateôödfloW,of informtion to:

Interest GIP8 for P r i r y Care −..n orde
assist with thintroductkn and imôlemen

19.4.
rum toaskqueNRate, which,il
lmpiled in Q8

form the ma
rmal
rust

nended that a monthly
Care.

rtaining to Primary CareIGMS
i n SLHSCP
cJeeding back at national level,
es'

thd:thrugh the Chief Officers' Special
r to in fk i ice the national agenda and to
tation of the GMS contract

bmitted via email − and receive answers by the next
on a m&thly basis. The questions received would
;Questions can either be anonymous or named. This
ftie email bulletin

19.5. Section 3:Stit1ight p
• showcasingthepatntship at work/acknowledge/reaffirm work that's been

carried out T i o I d include links to existing content, Val 's blog and the
SLHSCP websitê1t is proposed that the email bulletin would run as a pilot and
be evaluated fully, via an online survey, after six months

19.6. At the time of writing, a broader communication strategy and implementation plan to
include a regular (frequency to be agreed) updates directly to GPs (similar in style to
the NHS Lanarkshire weekly staff briefing) on key strategic issues of a technical,
professional and developmental nature is being fully scoped and explored. This will
take on board the need for an inclusive and collegiate approach to transformation
and GMS 2018 implementation. A detailed communication plan will be made
available in due course and once this process is complete.
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20. Employee Implications
20.1. There are no employee implications associated with this report.

21. Financial Implications
21.1. There are no financial implications associated with this report.

22. Other Implications
22.1. The monthly e−bulletin would be built into existing communication arrangements.

22.2. There are no sustainable development issues associated with this report.

22.3. There are no other issues associated with this report.

23. Equality Impact Assessment and Consultationl Arrangements
23.1. This report does not introduce a new policy, funôtioh.or strategy or recommend a

change to an existing policy, function or strategy. à?id,'therefore, no impact
assessment is required

23.2. This report provides feedback on the co.m.niunications with GPs survey.
Xv

23.3. The extent to which the existing directions to each partner require to be varied is
detailed in the table below.

24. Directions
24.1.

Direction to:
5. No Direction rec
6. South Lanarksh

7. NHS Lanarkshir

8. Southl±anarksh

Val de Souza
Director, Health

Ced
W

'ncil

IX

ouncil 'hd NHStnärkshire

Social dre

El
El
El

Date created: 20 Novembè2O17
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Link(s) to National Health and Wellbeing Outcomes
People are able to look after and improve their own health and wellbeing and live in
good health for longer
People, including those with disabilities or long term conditions, or who are frail, are
able to live, as far as reasonable practicable, independently and at home or in a
homely setting in their community

People who use Health and Social Care Services have positive experiences of those
services, and have their dignity respected

Health and Social Care Services are centred on helping to maintain or improve the
quality of life of people who use those services

Health and Social Care Services contribute to reducingjaIth inequalities

People who provide unpaid care are supported tol ÔX'aftë4heir own health and
wellbeing, including to reduce any negative in)paçt of their caing role on their own
health and wellbeing

People who use Health and Social Care S'Fjces are safe from

People who work in Health and Social Care Srvices feel &ngaged with"Iffte work they
do and are supported to continuot.,&yjçnprove the information, support, care and
treatment they provide

Resources are used effectively and
Care Services

Previous
• none

List of Ba
• none

of Health and Social

Contact for Further liifc,rmati6ui
If you would like to inspé(j ackground papers or want further information, please
contact:−Euan

Duguid, Lead Communication Officer
Ext: (Phone: 07917041853)
Email: euan.duguid@lanarkshire.scot.nhs.uk

LI

LI

LI

LI

LI

LI

LI
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